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follows:Test result was released from the SGS Qingdao laboratory, and we quote the

Test ltems Testing Result 丁est Method

BIuret 0.79(zero decimal seven nine)% lSC)22241‐ 2:2006

Aldehyde(as HCHO) 1.6(one decimal six)mg/kg :SC)22241‐ 2:2006

P(aS P043-) <0.'l (less than zero decimal one)mg/kg iSC)22241‐ 2:2006

Fe <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241‐ 2:2006

A! <O.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241-2:2006

Cu <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241‐ 2:2006

Zn <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241-2:2006

Cr <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg !S022241‐2:2006

Ni <O.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241‐ 2:2006

Mg <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg iSC)22241-2:2006

Na <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC〉 22241‐ 2:2006

K <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241-2:2006

Ca <0.2(less than zero decimal two)mg/kg lSC)22241-2:2006

Ash 0.00510(zero decimal zerczero five one zero)% GB 2440‐ 2001(Appendix A)

RANDOM WEIGHING:
Prior to weighing, the weighing scale was zero-tested and found to be in regular working condition. But no

Calibration Certificate could be provided.

Type / specification of Scale : TCS-3000/OCS-37
Maximum Capacity : 3000 kilogram
Division : 1 kilogram
Calibration Validity Period : Unknown

50 bags out of total 500 bags were chosen at random for weight checking on one tested platform scale, with

the result as follows:
Average weighed gross weight per bag : 1002.74 kilogram
Declared tare weight per bag : 2.5 kilogram
Calculated average net weight per bag '. 1000.24 kilogram

Notice below:
The above weighing results are just for reference due to the equipment employed was not calibrated and the

inspection conclusion is pending to the client.

WITNESS OF STUFFING:
The 25x20' containers were checked before stuffing operation and found in dry and clean condition as far as

visible: -' -.--..
(to be continued)
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This doeument is issuod, on the Clien(s behall, bythe Company under its General Conditions ol Seruice printed overleal.
The Client's attention is drawn to the limitation ol Iiability, indemnification and iurisdiction issues defi;ed therein.

Any other holder of this doctrment is advised that infomation contained hereon reflects the Coripanys findings atthe
time ot its intervenlion only and withitr the limits of Clients instrustions, i, any. The Company's sole responsihility is to
its Client and this document does not exonerate parties to a transaction from exercising all their rights and obligations
trnder the tratrsaction doctrments.


